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Improve efficiency,attention to detail,
and safety in your shop!



The Shop Dog has three sets of hydraulic
couplers, providing hydraulic operations at your finger

tips. Effortlessly connect any implement toThe
Shop Dog's couplers, allowing you to quickly

pressurize any hydraulic system.
(3rd set of remotes operable from wireless remote control)

Pioneer Pressure Connect Hydraulic Couplers

The Shop Dog has
an impressive 30-gallon
hydraulic reservoir.

- Increased filtration
- Filter bypass sensor
- Low oil level shut down
- Baffling to reduce aeration
- Calibrated sight glass
- Glyptal coating to eliminate
flaking

The Shop Dog gives you the ability to turn
over any PTO driven implement at four

convenient speeds from The Shop Dog's
new control center OR the custom wireless
remote control. The PTO can be reversed to
work on combine headers or slowly reverse

specific implements.

The Shop dog's control center gives you the exact
integration of an implement and a tractor, without the tractor.

- Check all of the implement's lights,
sensors, and actuators.
- Effortlessly connect monitors and
control boxes.

"The Shop Dog fills a need....We don't need a tractor
hooked up to operate air drills in the shop!"

Galen, Owner - Zerbe Brothers Inc



The custom SDI remote control makes The Shop Dog
more than just another shop tool, giving you the options to
run your PTO and 3rd hydraulic remotes from anywhere in

the shop. The durable, rechargeable remote fits
comfortable in the palm of your hand, giving you complete
control of the implement--making The Shop Dog your

new best friend!

-Monitor implement problem areas at very slow speeds

- Give yourself the ability to move any of the
implement's components exactly where you want them
(fittings, gearboxes, chains, blades, sensors, etc.)

- Set timing and tolerances with complete control over
the implement

- Provide a safe experience when showing your
customers exactly how an implement works

- Eliminate the second technician needed to help turn
over the implement

(either by hand or with the tractor)

Why is it important to have wireless hydraulic
control in your shop?

Why is it important to have
wireless PTO control in your

shop?

"We purchased our Shop Dog in December 2014, and it
has been one of our most used tools since. The Shop
Dog has made our shop more efficient and saves us

uncountable hours when servicing balers."

Brandon, Owner - Robbins Equipment



The shop dog Gen 4 is built on the same dependable
foundation as previous generations, but once again we

have taken a giant leap forward! The Shop Dog Gen 4
is full of Parker components from top to bottom, assuring
that your Shop Dog is the most reliable tool you own.

It is our goal at Shop Dog Industries to provide you with a tool
that exceeds your expectations. The Shop Dog Gen 4

will set a new standard for safety, efficiency, and
dependability in your shop!

"WOW!....What an asset it has turned out to be."

Jae, Owner - Koletzky Implement



- Reduce the number of technicians required on each job

- Eliminate the need for a tractor during implement maintenance

- Increase the number of billable service hours

- Create a safe solution to working around moving equipment

- Eliminate exhaust, noise pollution, heat loss, and wasted floor space

- Maximize pay back on
- pre-delivery inspections
- warranty work
- standardized priced work orders

Dealerships around the country are using the
The Shop Dog to make their shops safer, more
efficient, and more profitable. Join The Shop Dog

Family today and let us help you....

"We use our Shop Dogs every day, and they have
paid for themselves numerous times over the 5

years we have owned them."

Keith, Owner - Churchill Equipment
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"It (The Shop Dog) really speeds up the pre-delivery
and reconditioning on our equipment. The Shop Dog's
electrical power connections are a great feature!"

Brian, Owner - Billings Farmhand Inc.

When it comes to the details on The Shop Dog, we have
you covered. The Shop Dog is designed around both
functionality and usability so that you can conveniently

replace the tractor in your shop without any modifications.
This is what complete control and integration looks like!



1) PTO
Designed to work with any
implement, The Shop Dog has a
twenty-one spline, 1-3/8" PTO shaft.
This size can easily be adapted to a
540 PTO or large 1000 PTO (1-3/4")
while maintaining the correct
distance to the "draw bar". The
PTO operates at four convenient
speeds (see specs) from either the
control center or the wireless
remote control. Servicing, pre-
deliveries, and repairs just became
a whole lot easier!

2) Pioneer Hydraulic Couplers
Use the Pioneer pressure connect
couplers to replicate any tractor's
remote hydraulic bank. These
couplers allow for an effortless yet
clean solution for pressurizing any
implements system up to 3000psi.
Charging hydraulic systems has
never been so simple!

3) Easy Access Filter and Fill
The 30-gallon reservoir's fill and
filter are conveniently located under
this access panel. Eliminating
contamination in your hydraulic
systems starts with The Shop Dog's
high-tech filtration system and
accessible fill.
4) Case Drain
This feature gives you a low-
pressure hydraulic return line
continuing to make The Shop Dog
act just like a tractor. Depending on
your oil fill system, this coupler
offers another clean way to re-fill
The Shop Dog with hydraulic oil
when charging systems. Just pump
the oil directly into the reservoir and
watch the calibrated sight glass as
you fill.

5) Monitor Power
Pull both constant and keyed power
for your monitors and control boxes.
This 12vdc power is protected at
30amps.

6) Light Receptacle
Check all your implement's lights
before it leaves the shop. Lights can
be turned on from your Shop Dog
control center.

7) Ram Mount
Mount your implement's monitor or
control box on this sturdy Ram mount
making your control center feel just
like a tractor cab.

11) Hitch
The stabilizing hitch swings up and is
held by a chain for effortless setup.
Pushing The Shop Dog into place is a
simple process making complete
setup a breeze

8) D-Rings
Lift your shop dog into a truck and tie it
down with these sturdy d-ring loops.

9) 50 Feet of Cord
You can use your Shop Dog in any
bay of your shop because every Shop
Dog comes with 50' of cord.

10) Oil Canister
The excess oil canister collects all oil
during hose connect and disconnect,
leaving your shop floor clean.

12) Pin and Adapter Carrier
Now you have a hitch pin and PTO
adapters readily available in the
carrier, making setup quick and easy!

"The Shop Dog is a no-brainer, do-
not drag your feet!"

Trevor, President - Brown Company



Contact us and see how we can give
you complete control in your shop

today!

Find more information and videos online!

Shop Dog Gen 4 Specs
Hyd Reservoir....30 gal/113.56 liter

Hyd Flow............5 GPM/18.92LPM

Hyd Pressure.....3000PSI/20648KPA

Min Amperage...30 Amps

Power Source....220v Single Phase

Weight.....800LBS/362kg

PTO Speeds......
(8 RPM, 20 RPM, 60 RPM, 120 RPM)

Overall Dimensions.....50" x 35" x 46"

PTO Size.....21 Spline(Small 1000)
(PTO is adaptable to both 540, and
Big 1000)
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